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Lukas at home

Cat-Nr: LAH

Lukas at home

Artikel info:-

Giad can&#39;t wait to get revenge on Lukas after his defeat
in &quot;The Hypnotist&quot;. It has been a while since that
match and Gaid has used the time to train hard. Gaid
arranges to meet Lukas for a rematch. When they both arrive,
Giad notices that Lukas is not the only one home, he has
Shorty with him. Not wanting to take on both boys at once,
Gaid brings his mate Jack. Lukas is not impressed and he
tries to intimidate both boys by muscle posing and verbal
taunts. Then Lukas and Giad go to the mat space and start
the match. Gaid really has trained! One immediately notices
the improvement and he gets the best of Likas quite often,
even taking him to the ground. Whether it is enough for
victory, we will not say. The next match is between Shorty and
Jack. Will Jack hold a candle to Shorty? And in the last fight of
the evening, Lukas lines up against Jack, which is quite
exciting, because both opponents are equally strong and
equally matched. During this 70 minute video, both teams
show their skill on the mat, You&#39;ll see many school boy
pins, wedgies, as well as nice scissors. Shorty thrashes poor
Jack with this leg scissors while Gaid used wedgies to get his
revenge on Lukas. You definitely don&#39;t want to miss this
video! 

Play length approx: 70 min.
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Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Lukas at home :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download SD.

In catalog since Tuesday 19 July, 2011
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